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ABSTRACT

Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) genome sequencing can be used to provide more complete genetic

information at the population and individual level to shed light on the limitations of current

interventions, and inform new strategies for elimination. HBV sequencing is challenging due to

the partially dsDNA genome, high diversity, low viral loads and presence of large amounts of

host genetic material in clinical samples. Here we describe the design and use of a

pan-genotypic panel of 74 HBV specific capture-probes and nuclease treatment in improving

sequencing efficiency. We processed 20 plasma samples (viral loads 1.98 to 4.07 log10,

genotypes A-E) and three positive controls (human total brain RNA and bacteriophage lambda
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DNA) in triplicate to compare DNAse vs. RNAse vs. no nuclease treatment. We prepared

libraries using the Takara Bio SMARTer Stranded Total RNA-Seq Kit v3, split the library in two,

enriching half with the custom-designed probe panel and xGen Hybridization and Wash Kit

(IDT), the other half was not enriched. Both libraries were sequenced on the NovaSeq6000

platform with 2x150nt paired-end reads. Capture resulted in a 47,970 fold increase in the

number of reads mapped to the HBV genome in the “no nuclease” arm (243 HBV reads per

million reads sequenced in the capture pool vs. 5x10-3 reads per million in the no-capture pool).

Out of 20 samples, only 1 without capture generated HBV reads (viral load 3.89 log10 IU/ml) vs.

19 samples with capture. HBV sequence yield was increased in the capture arm and resulted in

2.30 log10 (95% confidence interval 1.99 - 2.48 log10) increase in HBV reads (per million reads

sequenced) per log10 increase in viral load. The proportion of HBV reads increased a median of

12 fold with RNAse treatment. We developed a targeted pan-genotypic sequencing method

using a custom panel of biotinylated oligos that increases the sequencing efficacy of HBV. This

method will allow us to gain a better insight into HBV diversity.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a significant public health burden with over 300

million infected individuals worldwide. Despite the availability of a prophylactic vaccine and

suppressive antiviral therapy there are around 555,000 deaths each year due to HBV infection 1.

HBV genome sequencing can be used to provide more complete genetic information at the

population and individual level to shed light on the limitations of current interventions, and inform

new strategies for elimination 2,3.

HBV has a circular, partially double-stranded (ds) DNA genome of approximately 3.2 kB

(relaxed-circular (rc-DNA)). The virus replicates via a full length pre-genomic (pg)RNA

intermediate, leading to a higher genome variability compared to other DNA viruses. Nine

different HBV genotypes and one putative genotype (A–J) have been defined by >8%

divergence at the nucleotide level 3. Sequencing is challenging due to the unusual genome

structure, high diversity and low viral loads particularly in HBeAg negative individuals (median

viral load of 3.2 log10 IU/ml) 4. The challenge of sequencing is exacerbated by the high

proportion of host genetic material present in plasma samples. Strategies for increasing HBV

yield broadly involve host depletion (e.g. nuclease treatment, filtration, ultracentrifugation 5), viral
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amplification (e.g. polymerase chain reaction 6,7, rolling circle amplification 8,9) or viral

enrichment (CRISPR cas9-mediated enrichment, probe-based enrichment) 10–14.

Probe based enrichment has been used to improve the viral sequencing efficiency for other viral

pathogens 12,15–17. Biotinylated single stranded DNA probes designed to hybridize to target viral

sequences within a sequencing library selectively capture the target viral sequences. Here we

describe the design and use of a pan-genotypic panel of probes to improve sequencing yield for

HBV. We also describe the impact of nuclease treatment on sequencing efficiency.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Probe design
We downloaded 4499 HBV non-recombinant whole genomes from the Hepatitis B Virus

Database (hbvdb.lyon.inserm.fr/HBVdb/) that included the following number of samples of each

genotype: A: 506, B: 1218, C: 1447, D: 823, E: 254, F: 197, G: 28 and H: 26. We used RaxML 18

with a general time reversible model with Gamma model of rate heterogeneity (“-m

GTRGAMMA” option in RAxML) to infer a maximum likelihood phylogeny. We midpoint rooted

the tree. Next, we used RAxML to infer the ancestral sequences and as input we used the

midpoint rooted tree and the sequence of our isolates with the GTRGAMMA option. We used

the ancestral sequence at the root of the tree to design the first set of probes assuming that this

sequence on average has the least amount of divergence relative to all other isolates.

As the HBV genome is circular, we added 120 bases from the beginning of the ancestral root

sequence to the end of the sequence to ensure that capture probes cover the break point which

is used to present the genome linearly. We then divided the ancestral root sequence into 120 nt

segments with 60 bases overlap which resulted in 55 probes. Genotype G has an insertion of 36

bases relative to other genotypes in the core gene. As the ancestral root sequence contained

this insertion, we designed a probe of 120 nt which lacked this insertion. Furthermore, genotype

D has a deletion of 33 bases in the pre-S1 region relative to all other genotypes. To ensure a

probe covers this region for genotype D, we designed a probe of 120 nt that lacked this region.

Our previous work in HCV probe-based sequence capture demonstrated that probes of 120

bases long can tolerate up to 20% divergence relative to their target sequence before the
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efficiency of capture drops 17. To ensure that the designed probes are within 20% divergence of

each of the isolates, we divided the isolates based on their genotype and created a consensus

sequence for each genotype. We then aligned the probes to each isolate sequence and

measured the proportion of mismatches between the probe and the isolate. For each isolate if a

continuous region of at least 60 bases had probes which diverged from it more than 20%, a new

probe was designed for the region using the genotype consensus sequence. As a quality control

step, we removed any potential probe sequences that contained an “N” as we assumed that the

sequence may be of low quality. Additionally we counted the number of ambiguous nucleotides

and any sequence containing five or more ambiguous nucleotides was also removed. The final

probe set contained 74 probes.

The probe sequences and the set of sequences that were used for their design are attached as

supplementary material and can also be downloaded from the following webpage:

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22127015.

Sample collection and preparation

(i) Clinical samples. We used plasma samples collected from adults with chronic HBV infection

attending outpatient clinics at Oxford University Hospitals (OUH) NHS Foundation Trust.

Approval for this work was provided by Oxford Research Ethics Committee A (ref.

09/H0604/20). Written informed consent for participation was provided by patients at enrollment.

Twenty plasma samples with viral loads <10,000 IU/mL were selected for this study. Viral loads

were performed on the Abbott M2000 platform by OUH diagnostic microbiology laboratory

(Table 1). Blood samples were collected in EDTA. To separate plasma, we centrifuged whole

blood at 1800 rpm for 10 minutes. We removed the supernatant and stored it at −80 °C. Total

nucleic acid was isolated from 1 mL plasma using the NucliSENS Easymag magnetic extraction

system (bioMerieux) and collected in 50 μl of kit elution buffer for storage at –20 °C in aliquots

(Figure 1B).

(ii) Control samples. Human Total Brain RNA (ThermoFisher Scientific) and a 48,502 bp

double-stranded linear DNA from Bacteriophage Lambda (ThermoFisher Scientific) were used.

Both were quantified with Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity and RNA High Sensitivity Assay kits and

mixed to create control samples of known RNA:DNA ratios (1:1, 1:10, 1:100).
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All samples, including clinical and controls, were quantified using Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity

and RNA High Sensitivity Assay kits (ThermoFisher Scientific) and stored in aliquots at -20°C.

Nuclease treatment

Each of the 24 samples (20 clinical and 4 control samples) were processed in triplicate as

follows:

(i) No nuclease treatment: Nuclease free water was used to make the sample up to a final

volume of 50μL.

(ii) DNAse treatment: DNA was depleted using TURBO DNase (ThermoFisher Scientific) as

per manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, a reaction containing 12 μL of sample material, 1 µL of

TURBO DNase (2 U), 5 µL of 10x TURBO DNase Buffer and 32 µL of nuclease free water was

incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. The reaction was inactivated using 1.5 μL EDTA (0.5M)

(ThermoFisher) followed by incubation at 75 °C for 10 min.

(iii) RNAse treatment: 12 μL of sample/control was denatured at 94 °C for 2 min and

snap-frozen on ice. RNA digestion was performed with 0.5 µL RNase A (NEB), 2.5 µL 1M

TrisHcl (ThermoFisher) and 35 µL of nuclease free water, followed by incubation at 56 °C for

5 min followed by snap-chilling. The reaction was inactivated at 25 °C for 10 min with 1.25  μL of

Murine RNAse inhibitor (New England Biolabs).

Library Preparation
Libraries were prepared for Illumina sequencing using the Takara Bio SMARTer Stranded Total

RNA-Seq Kit v3 - Pico Input Mammalian (Fig 1D) with the following minor adjustments to the

manufacturer’s recommendations. Sample volumes were concentrated to 3µl using SPRIselect

beads (Beckman Coulter) and processed using a 0.25x reduced scale miniaturised reaction

volume for first strand cDNA synthesis. Indexing PCR was completed using Oxford Genomic

Consortium’s in-house indexed primers and 12 amplification cycles. Fragment size distribution

of the final libraries were analysed on the Agilent 4200 TapeStation using High Sensitivity

D1000 DNA screentape. The amplified cDNA libraries corresponding to each aliquot were

pooled in equivolume proportions to generate a final multiplex library. The pool was purified

using SPRIselect beads and subsequently quantified using High Sensitivity dsDNA Qubit assay

(Invitrogen) and re-analysed using D1000 DNA screentape (Agilent).
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Hybrid capture of sequencing libraries
A 4.4µg aliquot of the final multiplexed library was enriched for HBV using the custom-designed

probe panel and xGen Hybridization and Wash Kit (IDT Technologies) following manufacturer's

instructions. The final enriched library was amplified (12 cycles on-bead PCR), repurified and

normalised, then sequenced on the NovaSeq6000 platform with 2x150nt paired-end reads.

Metagenomic sequencing
An aliquot of the metagenomic pool was normalised to 10nM and sequenced on a

NovaSeq6000 instrument with a 2x150nt paired-end read length.

Bioinformatic processing
De-multiplexed sequence read-pairs were trimmed of low-quality bases using QUASR 19 and

adapter sequences with CutAdapt 20 and Skewer 21 and subsequently discarded if either read

had less than 50bp sequence remaining . The cleaned read pairs were mapped to human

reference genome hg19 using Bowtie 22 and excluded from further analyses. All nonhuman

read pairs were mapped using BWA-MEM23 to a set of 44 HBV references covering all known

HBV genotypes and subgenotypes to choose an appropriate reference 24. The HBV reference

with the most number of HBV reads mapping to it was chosen as the genetically closest

reference to the sequenced isolate. Next, all nonhuman read pairs were mapped to the closest

HBV reference. Picard markduplicates tool (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) was then used

to remove duplicate read pairs (where read pairs starting in the same place and ending in the

same place on the genome are assumed to be PCR duplicates).

RESULTS

Probe-based enrichment increases HBV sequence yield
We compared the sequencing output of pooled libraries of 20 samples with/without HBV specific

probe-based enrichment using a panel of biotinylated DNA oligonucleotides (termed “capture”

vs “no-capture” respectively), samples were sequenced in triplicate (under varying nuclease

pre-treatments, discussed later). Sample HBV viral loads ranged from 1.98 log10 to 4.07 log10,

representing harder to sequence low viral loads, and included samples from genotypes A, B, C,

D and E (Table 1).
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Capture increased the number of HBV reads per million reads sequenced in all genotypes. In

the “no nuclease” arem, capture resulted in a 47,970 fold increase in the number of reads

mapped to the HBV genome (243 HBV reads per million reads sequenced in the capture pool

vs. 5x10-3 reads per million in the no-capture pool). Out of 20 samples, only 1/20 without capture

generated HBV reads (viral load 3.89 log10 IU/ml), this increased to 19/20 samples with capture.

HBV sequence yield was increased in the capture arm and resulted in 2.30 log10 (95%

confidence interval 1.99 - 2.48 log10) increase in HBV reads (per million reads sequenced) per

log10 increase in viral load (Figure 2) when a linear relationship was assumed. Capture

increased the proportion of HBV reads from a median of 0 (range 0 - 8.05 x10-8 ) to a median of

3.75 x10-5 (range 0 - 6.17x10-4) whilst decreasing the proportion of human reads

(Supplementary figure 1).

RNase and DNase treatment impact on sequencing output
We compared the impact of RNAse and DNAse treatment after extraction on sequencing output

on samples undergoing probe-based enrichment. First, the enzyme treatments were trialed on

control material to assess the depletion efficacy. Three control samples were prepared

containing different DNA: RNA ratios; 1:1, 10:1 and 100:1, using Total brain RNA and Lambda

bacteriophage DNA. RNAse treatment effectively depleted the RNA control reducing the number

of reads mapping to the human genome. DNAse treatment effectively depleted the DNA control

reducing reads mapping to the DNA control genome (Lambda bacteriophage) (Supplementary

figure 2).

We then explored the effect of RNAse and DNAse treatments of HBV infected clinical samples

undergoing probe-based enrichment. RNAse treatment increased the number of HBV reads per

million reads sequenced, whereas DNAse treatment decreased the number of HBV reads (per

million reads sequenced, Figure 3). The proportion of HBV reads increased a median of 12 fold

with RNAse treatment from a median of 3.75x10-5 (range 0 - 6x10-4) to 4.34x10-4 (range

1.68x10-5 - 7.6x10-3), but decreased with DNAse treatment to a median of 0 (range 0 - 1.6x10-4).

A similar trend where RNAse treatment improves DNA sequencing was observed for the

controls (Supplementary figure 3). Among the HBV infected sampled the proportion of human

reads decreased with RNAse treatment, from a median of 0.52 (range 0.42 - 0.67) to 0.34

(range 0.11 - 0.57), but remained static with DNAse treatment with a median of 0.51 (range 0.28

- 0.69) (Supplementary figure 4).

Median depth of coverage of the HBV genome was low in this study (Table 1) due to the low
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viral loads. A comparison of percentage genome assembled for different nuclease treatments is

shown in Supplementary figure 5a. Depth of coverage was variable across the genome (see

Supplementary figure 5b for an example coverage plot for a sample with viral load 3.89 log10

IU/ml). Peaks of higher coverage were seen around positions 1600-2000 with lower coverage

seen between positions 650-1500.

DISCUSSION

HBV sequencing is key to informing questions pertinent to epidemiology, transmission,

persistence, disease outcomes and treatment/vaccine responsiveness. To date, this field is

hampered by poor investment and inadequate approaches to deal with low viral load samples,

which are common in clinical practice. We developed a targeted sequencing method using a

custom panel of biotinylated oligos that increases the sequencing efficacy of HBV. Capture

increased the number of samples with HBV reads from 1/20 to 19/20, increased the proportion

of HBV reads and percentage genome coverage, whilst decreasing the proportion of human

reads. The probe set is designed to be pan-genotypic; here sequencing of genotypes A, B, C, D

and E is demonstrated, accounting for >95% of the global burden of HBV 25.

HBV is a dsDNA virus that replicates via an RNA intermediate. Since the Takara Bio kit uses

cDNA synthesis and 2nd strand synthesis steps to convert RNA to DNA prior to performing a

DNA library prep and Illumina sequencing, in theory both HBV rc-DNA and pgRNA could be

contributing to sequencing output. The comparison of nuclease treatments allowed us to

investigate this further. DNAse treatment reduced the number of HBV reads, completely

eliminating HBV reads in 11/20 samples, whereas RNAse treatment improved sequencing,

therefore it is likely that this method predominantly sequences HBV DNA rather than RNA.

The observation that HBV DNA rather than RNA is predominantly being sequenced seems

paradoxical as the Takara Bio SMARTer Stranded Total RNA-Seq method was developed to

sequence RNA targets. In theory, although RT preferentially targets an RNA template during

cDNA synthesis, it is also capable of reading DNA templates. We hypothesise that when both

DNA and RNA are present, RNA is preferentially processed, reducing the proportion of DNA

converted to library. By removing the preferred template type (RNA) with RNAse treatment,

more ssDNA is converted to dsDNA and therefore is available for library prep, and less reverse

transcribed human RNA is present as background, improving the ratio of viral:host nucleic acid.
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Furthermore, the RNAse treatment protocol involves a denaturation step (94°C for 2 minutes

followed by snap chilling), which may increase the availability of DNA for library prep.

This work forms the basis for more extensive characterization of the impact of capture probes

on HBV sequencing output. The viral loads of samples here (1.98 log10 to 4.07 log10 IU/ml)

clustered at the lower end of the clinical range 4, therefore further experimental work is required

to determine the impact of capture on higher viral load samples. Capture allowed HBV reads to

be sequenced in 19/20 samples (vs. 1/20 without capture), however depth of coverage was

variable across the genome. We saw a peak in depth of coverage between positions 1600-2000

a region encoding protein X, containing the 5’ end of the positive strand, the nick/overlap of the

3’ and 5’ ends of the negative strand, including direct repeats 1 and 2 (DR1, DR2). Coverage

depth was low between positions 650-1500, this is the single stranded region of the genome.

Sequencing strategies involving completion/ligation during which uses DNA polymerase and

DNA ligase turn the partially double stranded genome into a fully double stranded circle, could

be used to tackle this issue.

Probe inefficiency at lower viral loads has also been observed elsewhere 12. Alternative methods

with additional host depletion (e.g. benzonase or MNAse prior to extraction) or an amplification

step prior to library prep e.g. amplicon based PCR) are likely to be required to reliably obtain full

genomes in samples with viral loads <104 IU/ml. In order to infer the consensus genome

sequence of a sample accurately, a minimum of x5 coverage is required, but ideally the

minimum coverage would be higher (x10-20).

Pan-genotype probe based enrichment can be used to improve the efficiency of viral

sequencing by increasing the ratio of viral:human reads. However further method development

is required to obtain whole genome sequences from low viral load samples.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing HBV sequencing workflow. A: Sample and control
description; B: Nucleic acid extraction; C: Nuclease treatment; D: Library prep; E: Probe-based
enrichment (capture); F: Illumina sequencing; G: Bioinformatic analysis.
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Figure 2: HBV specific probe-based capture increased the efficiency of HBV sequencing
by nearly 48,000 fold. Assuming a linear relationship between sequence yield and viral load,
we observed a 2.30 log10 increase in the number of HBV reads per log10 increase in HBV DNA
viral load in plasma.
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Figure 3: Impact of RNAse and DNAse treatment prior to library prep on the proportion of
reads mapping to the HBV genome in 20 clinical samples.
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Table 1: Viral load and sequencing output for 20 plasma samples from adults with
chronic HBV infection sequenced using an Illumina protocol for full-length HBV
genome retrieval (± probe-based enrichment).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Supplementary figure 1 - Impact of capture on proportion of reads mapping to a)
HBV and b) human genome.

Supplementary figure 2 - Depletion efficacy of nuclease treatments on control
material.
A. Proportion of reads mapping to RNA control genome following RNase treatment,
B. Proportion of reads mapping to DNA control genome following DNase treatment
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Supplementary figure 3 - RNAse depletion protocol increases proportion of reads
mapping to DNA control.
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Supplementary figure 4 - Impact of nuclease treatments on sequencing output of 20
HBV infected plasma samples. Proportion of reads mapping to HBV vs. human genomes.
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Supplementary figure 5 - Impact of nuclease treatment on genome coverage
A. Impact of nuclease treatment on percentage genome assembled
B. Example coverage plots for a sample with viral load 3.89 log10 under different nuclease

treatment
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